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The Specs Research Laboratory (SRL) has been a 
reliable partner for outsourcing a wide variety of 
chemistry services for over 25 years. 

Activities
The range of chemistry activities performed at SRL 
supports and continues to add to the entire Specs 
compound portfolio. Our experienced team is in-
volved in several shared risk collaborations and 
grant funded research projects in various oncology 
and CNS programs. Projects are handled by skilled 
chemists who will keep you up-to-date in a clear 
and concise manner thus allowing for a swift and 
successful completion of the work without errors 
or miscommunication. Furthermore, customized 
sample delivery (vials, plates, tubes or combinations 
thereof) complements our services as if SRL is an  
integral part of your own business.

Custom synthesis
At SRL we are able to perform single compound 
syntheses like patent markers and intermediates, 
reference compounds, metabolites, building blocks, 
natural products etc. Synthesis of well-documented 
literature compounds, as well as compounds devel-
oped in your own research facility, can be quoted on 
a No-Cure-No-Pay basis. Our chemists will evaluate 
your inquiry and return a competitive quotation  
usually within one day.

Contract research
SRL has gained extensive expertise in the design and 
synthesis of small focused libraries for the various 
stages of Hit-to-Lead discovery and optimization. 
Over the years, we have successfully completed  
several synthesis campaigns for a number of the 
top 10 pharmaceutical and biotech companies.  
These contract research projects can run under 
monthly or annual FTE-contracts. As a minimized 
risk incentive, we offer a construction in which >>> 
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>>> our already attractive FTE-rate is split in a  
monthly fee and a success fee upon delivery. For  
long-term commitments, umbrella-agreements can 
be instated giving you the opportunity to outsource 
multiple projects in a cost-effective way. This en-
ables you to (re)define running projects and change 
priorities under the same existing contract.

Confidentiality
All your questions and inquiries will be treated with 
the highest discretion. Confidentiality agreements 
will safeguard your intellectual property. Contract 
research is always performed on an exclusive basis. 
Therefore we do not claim any rights to data, com-
pounds and newly developed intellectual property. 
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